We show that in certain non-Abelian Born-Infeld-Higgs theories there are monopole solutions obeying Bogomol'nyi-like equations in the PrasadSommerfield limit. We also discuss the existence of instanton solution in an SU (2) Born-Infeld theory.
search for monopole solutions in generalized BI models. Our main problem is the determination of generalization of Higgs fields. We postulate Bogomol'nyilike equations from the beginning; the Higgs potential is absent in our analyses, i.e., we adopt the Prasad-Sommerfield limit [3] . By this approach we determine a non-minimal kinetic term of Higgs scalar.
First, we define a non-Abelian generalization of BI action. There is an ambiguity in making an invariant form because of the ordering of matrix-valued field strength. According to ref. [12] , a possible form of Lagrangian is
where Tr is taken over the group indices while tr is over the space-time indices. F represents matrix-valued Yang-Mills field strength. e is the gauge coupling constant while β is a parameter introduced here, which has dimension of (mass) 2 . In this paper we take a simpler definition in four dimensions;
Here the square root should be recognized as Taylor series. As far as we consider the configuration with spherical symmetry, an action which reduces to the original BI action when the gauge symmetry is set to be Abelian admits the same solution. Throughout this paper, we adopt an SU (2) group as a non-Abelian symmetry. Note that in the limit β → ∞, the action reduces to usual Yang-Mills action. We want to incorporate Higgs fields into the action. It is natural to assume that the model reduces to the non-Abelian BI theory when the value of scalar fields are set to be zero. Further we do not take potentials for scalars into account; i.e., we consider the Prasad-Sommerfield limit [3] .
The Bogomol'nyi equations can be simply expressed as [13] 
where
) and i, j, k = 1, 2, 3) and D i means the covariant derivative.
Since the monopole has purely magnetic field, (FF ) 2 term is irrelevant for the solution in our BI system. Then we find the following Lagrangian by inspection;
Strictly speaking, there are infinitely many possibilities in choosing an action if we take the ordering of matrix-valued fields into account. We consider here the simplest form of the action, keeping the consistency with the usual SU (2) Bogomol'nyi equations (3).
This action is reduced to a Yang-Mills action plus a canonical kinetic term of a scalar field if we take the limit β → ∞. This model is a natural extension of Yang-Mills-Higgs theory. The monopole solution is independent of the value of β. It is notable that if all gauge fields vanish the action of scalar fields has a good form for scalar wave propagation [14] .
It is easy to show the solution of the Bogomol'nyi equations saturates the bound for the monopole mass. Since there is no electric field around the monopole, the energy integral is written as
Obviously we obtain the same mass as in the usual SU (2) Yang-Mills monopole with Prasad-Sommerfield limit [13] , since the last term in the right-hand side of eq. (5) gives the monopole mass so long as the Bogomol'nyi equations hold.
Next we look for the Lagrangian which admits dyon solutions. In this case (FF ) 2 term which has been ignored in the previous analysis is essential. The known equations are
where α is a parameter which describes the ratio between "magnetic" and "electric" charges. In eq. (7), the left-hand side means that E a i = F a i0 . As a possible form of action to satisfy the Bogomol'nyi equations, we find the following Lagrangian for the dyon solution:
This Lagrangian is also reduced to that of usual Yang-Mills-Higgs Lagrangian when β → ∞, while it reduces to the non-Abelian BI action when the scalar fields vanish. Note that the Lagrangian is not invariant under duality transformation, F ↔F, unless the scalar fields vanish. We can find that the action coincides with the one obtained by dimensional reduction of a five-dimensional non-Abelian BI action. The Lagrangian (8) can be derived from five-dimensional action
This coincidence is not trivial because existence of topological object depends crucially on dimensionality of system. Until now, we have no convincing explanation to this fact. In the rest of this paper we show the existence of instanton [15] in the BI action.
Euclidean BI action is
Using notationsD
we can express the equations of motion as
where t is the Euclidean time.
We impose (anti-) self duality in Yang-Mills field strength in Euclidean spacetime; E = ±B .
Then according to action (10), we obtain
Thus the equations of motion (12) reduces to the Bianchi identity
From this result, we conclude that usual Yang-Mills instanton solution [15] is still a solution in Euclidean non-Abelian BI theory.
In future work, we wish to consider supersymmetric generalization of nonAbelian BI-Higgs system. It will also be interesting to analyze scattering of femions by topological defects in such a system. Construction of multi-monopole configuration may have subtleties because of the non-polynomial nature of the action in our case.
Inclusion of gravity may be highly non-trivial and the functional form of monopole solution will be distinct from that of usual Yang-Mills monopole.
We wonder whether effective field theory derived from four-dimensional open string theory [16] is governed by BI-Higgs action. If not, the action analyzed in the present paper may be a starting point to analyze the deviation from it.
